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Title word cross-reference

(Q, r) [OOSM18]. $109.95 [Has18]. 2  
[EN11, Grö14b]. 2 × 2 [ILS11]. 3  
[GGK10, LPLPD14]. 4 [Asq14]. $85  
[Ano03b]. $95.00 [Aji17]. = [Sar06]. 2  
[Sar06]. α [LPLPD14, dVSWAL17]. = [Sar06].  
K [KSBZ16, PG15, Lei10]. L [Asq14]. n  
[HMR13], p [MF15]. s [HJM08]. t  
[AHvD09, HJM08, ML13]. z [HJM08].

-function [PG15]. -Gram [HMR13].  
-Level [Grö14b]. -Means [KSBZ16].  
-Modes [Lei10]. -moments [Asq14].  
-parameter [Asq14]. -Shape [LPLPD14].  
-Stable [dVSWAL17].
[BPDD08, FGEMI12, GASA15, Hof11].
Cluster/Multicore [Hof11]. Clustered [HC05].
[AM14, BBG12, Bra15, CQZ10, CKSL12, HD10, KK14, KSBZ16, LH12, MCM12, Me16, MV14, Mii13, ND12, SHR97].
Clusters [CBN14, GFC12]. Clustering [HC05].
Clustering [AM14, BBG12, Bra15, CQZ10, CKSLS12, HD10, KK14, KSBZ16, LH12, MCM12, Me16, MV14, Mii13, ND12, SHR97].
Clusters [CGBN14, GFC12]. ClustOfVar [CKSLS12].
cValid [BPDD08].
Co [GVM16, Har07]. Co-Integrated [Har07].
Co-Occurrence [GVM16].
Co-Integrated [Har07].
Co-Integrated [Har07].
Co-Occurrence [GVM16].
Co-Integrated [Har07].
Code [Aiz12, AD15, BDMP15, BK11, CG15, Car13, CS12, CO16, FKP17, GVM16, Han05, Han06a, HW07, Han07a, HXY12, Hof11, LW16, LQC+12, MF14, MHJS16, MTPL15, MF15, MP14, NK06, NAA17, Pap16, PZK12, Phi10, Rec10, Rob18, RD92, Ruf09, SBMG06, TR14, VSV09, VYD+12, Wei12, XM10, dJSjDSF14, RD93].
codes [VP16].
Coding [Hec07, dL05b, Mur05].
Coecients [TR14].
Cognitive [GRK16].
Cohorts [BBGL17].
Cointegrated [Ano10, Edd09a, Lut11, Pfa06, Pfa08a].
Collaboration [BBGL17].
collected [DO94].
Collection [Iac15, RG07, Mun14a].
College [Bar95].
Combinatorial [Val09, Lab12].
Combinatorics [Han07a].
Combining [BMGT15].
Command [HL09, Hof11].
Command-Line [HL09].
Commander [Fox05b, FC12].
Comment [Lub91].
Common [Woo05].
Communications [RL15, Gav10].
Community [Gle16b].
Companion [Cow03, Lun06, Zie04, dL05a, Den13, Eve05, Fox02, Kau13, Mat13, Mur14].
Comparative [ADH11].
compareGroups [SSV14].
Comparing [ZHL11, Han13a].
Comparison [Lan95, OL17, TM15, Las97].
Comparisons [Che11, HD12, KPSH15, MVS13, Ric11, BHW11].
Competing [BAS12, MN17, SZ11, dWFP11, Mal13].
Compilation [Lan14b].
complement [OS95].
Complete [OK14].
Completely [JJS14].
Complex [AT13, GP12, MN14, Obe14, SvdLN17, TMKD17, Kut13].
Complexity [Bra15].
Complexity-Based [Bra15].
Component [BDDM11, GKD14, MW07].
Components [BdMM15, Kom09].
Composition [Yua07].
CompRandFld [PB15].
Comprehensive [RFKM12].
Computation [Dec17, KC14b, dVSWAL17, Alb07, Alb09, Cho09, Kut13, Mii13, Pol11a, Röhl00].
Computational [Cha15b, Dav07, Din06, DO94, Lab12, Saw09, WDT+12, Win13, GH+05, Val09, Mi12, Boo10, Dur15, Edd09c].
Compute [Phi10, dJSjDSF14].
Computer [All86, Ano09, DHF15, Han05, PPGD15, RGD12, Hor09, SA15, All86].
Computerized [MR12].
Computing [AGM07, Cha10, CQ95, Den16, DO94, Esp15, FbdIF12, FT08, Gio09, Kus03, R D11b, RTL07, SFS12, SME+09, Sco13b, TRL09, WZ12, ACG+16, Ano33b, Cra02, Day15, EK12, JPOJ12, Lon15, Mwi13b, Ohr14, Riz08, YS13, Mat15].
Concave [CGS09].
Concepts [Lun02, Mor03, SA01].
Concerto [SA15].
Concurrent [AD15].
Conditional [Lee13, OH17].
Conditioning [Mar06].
Conditions [Yua07].
Conducting [KWE17, SvdLN17, Vie10]. condivis [OH17]. Cone [LM14b]. conenproj [LM14b].
Conference [DO94, HI97, Ano95a, Bia94, IEE93, IEE94].
Confidence [KPSH15].
Conjugate [Sho13].
Consistency [LQC+12].
Constrained [BFRP13, LM14b, LC10, Mug10].
Constraints [Grö10].
Constructing [MB15].
Construction [Jon07, Kav15, TB17]. Consumed [PZK+12]. consumption [KKL+15].
contemporary [SP14b]. Context [RG07].
conting [OK14].
Contingency [OK14].
Continuous [BHS00, CC08a, KY10, KK14, Mii14, PJSPC17, Wan13, TPAM07].
Contrast [WS11].
Contrast-Enhanced [WS11].
Control [ADH11, BCS96, HSL11,

G


FC11, LH12, LH14, ML11, Mül13, Rec10.

**High** [ALE10, BBG12, JkvT+14, ND12, PSS+17, dVSWal17, VG09, ES14, Gav10].

**High-Dimensional** [ALE10, BBG12, JkvT+14, ND12, VG09].

**High-performance** [ES14].

**High-Precision** [dVSWAL17].

**Higher** [YWL02].

**Higher-order** [YWL02].

**Hilbe** [Gro16, Gol11].

**Histories** [Sun15, Wil14b].

**History** [Beb13, Bec94, Bro12].

**HLMdiag** [LH14].

**Hmmm** [CGC14].

**Hjsgaard** [Han13b].

**Holland** [Utl05].

**Homals** [dLM09a].

**Homoscedasticity** [JJJ14].

**Hong** [Han98].

**Hong-Ye** [Han98].

**Hooker** [Bur10].

**Horton** [Grö15a, Pol11c].

**HPLC** [RG07].

**HPLC-DAD** [RG07].

**HSM** [BBN10].

**HTI** [OS95].

**HTML** [Lei13].

**httk** [PSS+17].

**http** [Gro15a, Hel15, Hof15, How16b, Iac15, Mat15, Mat16, Rus15, Zei16].

**Iacus** [Bur09, Luo09, Sto11].

**ic.infer** [Gro10].

**icenReg** [AB17].

**iDEMO** [CP12].

**Ihlen** [Sta93, Sta95d].

**Illustrating** [Gan15].

**Images** [PT07].

**Imaging** [CMS+11, PT09, TW11, WS11].

**Impact** [PSZ17].

**Implementation** [BMGT15, XWHL15].

**Intake** [PZK+12].

**Intake_epis_food** [PZK+12].

**Integer** [Han06a].

**Integrated** [NO10, CP12, Ed09a, Har07, Lüt11, RFKM12, Pfa06, Pfa08a].

**Integrating** [SHR97].

**Integration** [EF11, Kuo03, RR11].

**Intensity** [RG07].

**Interactive** [BC48b, BCAB07, CS07, Gav15, LLS15, ML12, TD07, Ver12, VYD+12, lGIRGL09, Mai08, VM09a].

**Interface** [All86, AB12, Den16, Fle11, Fox05b, FC12, YWL02, BPL09, Cha08b, Rob09].
KSC+00, LL10, MJR93, RFKM12, Sco10b, SLS+12, UAK+15, HN09, Ros07.

**Interfaces** [HL09, VML12]. **Interference** [SH17]. **Intermediate** [HH15, Pri05b, Sha16, Utl05, Ya10, HH04, Vin08].

**Internals** [R D11e]. **International** [CB17, H97]. **interpretation** [WPW15].

**Interpreter** [DC09, KMMV14]. **Interrupt** [The99]. **Interval** [AB17, FS10a, TGIJ17, W094, W099, K09, FS10a].

**Interval-Censored** [TGJ17, Kom09]. **Intervals** [KPSH15, You10].

**Interventions** [MJGM10]. **Introducing** [BKT14, Han05, Han06b, Han07b, Han07b, LC10, RC10, WMS17, Neu11, Sco10a].

**Introduction** [All11b, AC07, Bao08, Boo10, Ch10, Day15, Edd99c, Goo05, Goo13, HHB08, Har06, Hel15, Hof15, IDE15, JMR14, Kha17, KF14, Ko95b, Lep14, Mac07, Mai06, Mar12, Sta93c, MPV12, Ng06, Nor14, O'B13, OH17, OJMR09, R D11a, Rob07, RB11, Rom07, San11, Sco10a].

**Introductory** [CM09, Dal02, Dal08, Gou05, Smi06, Wan16, Ver05, Ver14, Ano09, Bat04, Mai0, Nie1, San10, San3, VM09b].

**intsy** [CB17]. **Invariant** [IP08]. **inventory** [OOSM18]. **Inverse** [LHS08, SP10, VSO9, vdWG11]. **IP** [KSC+00]. **ipw** [vdWG11]. **iqLearn** [LLS15].

**Irregular** [PG15]. **Irregular-Shaped** [PG15]. **IRT** [Bat15, MH07, TMN16, Wee10]. **IRT-Based** [Wee10]. **ISBN** [Aji17, Ano16, Gle16a, Grö15a, Grö16, Hac17, Has18, Hel15, Hof15, How16b, Iac15, Kha16, K17, Mat15, Mat16, Rui17, Rus15, Til96, Zei16].

**isocir** [BFRP13]. **Isosurfaces** [FT08]. **Isotone** [dLHM09]. **Isotonic** [BFRP13].

**Isotopomer** [MvSB+07]. **Issue** [PLR+16, FGZ14]. **Italian** [Bia94]. **Italy** [Bia94]. **Item** [Cha12, CGC11, DBZ+11, Joh07, MF14, MPM14, MTvdM15, Riz06, BBG14].

**Iterative** [CGC11].

**J** [Ano03b, Bur10, Dui14, Gröl15a, Hel15, Hly09, IDE15, Kum07, Kus03, Lazar11b, Lig09, Ng06, Nor09, Oli07, Oli10b, Oli10a, Pol11c, Rob12, Rob05, Sta07, Tol03, Unw11, W001].

**Jackknife** [SP05]. **JAGS** [Den16]. **James** [Nor14]. **Java** [Hec07, dL05b, Mur05, Nar05, SLS+12].

**Java-Based** [SLS+12]. **Jean** [Cha14a]. **Jean-Michel** [Cha14a]. **Jeff** [Mye12a].

**Jeffrey** [Han13a]. **Jégou** [Unw13b]. [Jens O'B09b].

**Jéréme** [Mai11]. **Jeremy** [Unw13a]. **ji** [CCP+11].

**Jiaen** [Ano03a, Bur07, Fis06, Fot07, McN04]. **jian** [CCP+11]. **Jim** [Bau14, Cho09, Pol11a]. **JM** [Riz10]. **JMBayes** [Riz16]. **jmcm** [PP17].

**John** [Ano03b, Hel15, Hly09, Iac15, Mil17a, Nor09, Smi06, Zie04, Kle17]. **Joint** [PP17, Riz10, Riz12, Riz16, Jon13].

**Jolivet** [AC04, Woe98]. **Jonathan** [Mai14a, Qia10a]. **Jones** [Ng11, O'B09a, Sco11]. **JOP** [KR13].

**José** [Zie01a]. **Joseph** [Gol11, Gro16]. **Josse** [Unw13b]. **Journal** [FL16]. **Judge** [The99].

**Judgment** [Eva14, Arm14]. **Julian** [Rob05]. **Julie** [Unw13b]. **Julien** [Mai09]. **Jurea** [Oli07]. **Jurgen** [AA12]. **Just** [The99].

**Kalman** [Tus11, Wan13]. **Karian** [Rob12]. **Karl** [Num13]. **Keen** [Unw11]. **Ken** [Gröl15a, Pol11c]. **Kentucky** [All86].

**Kenward** [HH14]. **kerdiest** [dREP12]. **Kernel** [DHM11, Den98, Duo07, FHH17, KSHZ04, KF10, MP14, MPM14, dREP12, BA97].

**Kernel-Based** [FHH17, KF10]. **kernlab** [KSHZ04]. **KernSmoothIRT** [MPM14].

**Kevin** [Unw11]. **Kirk** [IDE15]. **Klaus** [Veh13]. **Kleiber** [Sco09]. **Kleinman**
Machine

[CF09, CW12, KF10, KKL +15, MGHR16].

Made

[HM16].

Maella

[Unw13b].

Magnetic

[CMS +11, TW11, WS11].

Maintenance

[Sta93g, Sta95d].

Majorization

[dLM09b].

Making

[Sco13a, PK12].

Man

[EL09, Woo05].

Management

[BBGL17, Gro15a, HI97, MJGM10, Pol11c, Bos12, HK11, HK15, KH10].

Managing

[BK17, But08].

Manifold

[ACW12].

Manipulation

[Bat08a, Bro10, Sau10, Spe08, Wic08b].

Mann

[FO15].

Manual

[Sta92a, Sta92b, Sta93g, Sta93h, Sta93j, Mil00, Sta93i, Sta93k, Sta95d, Sta95e, KVCS98, Mil98, Mil02, R D04, Sta95f].

Map

[LR15, TB17, Sho13].

Mapping

[RG96, TKM06].

March

[All86].

Marchi

[Bau14].

Marginal

[CGC14, Joh07, Ros08].

Marginalization

[Mar06].

Margins

[AD17].

Maria

[Bat08b, Ng09].

Marin

[Cha14a].

Mark

[O’B08].

Marked

[Har10].

marker

[TPAM07].

Marketing

[Mil15, Rus15, Cha15a, RAM05].

Markov

[All11b, Kha17, San11, BPP17, BBN10, BHS00, FS10b, HD10, KN16, KSP15, Mar06, MPQ11, OH11, Sch16, TMN17, VV16, VS10, ZM09, ZML16].

Marries

[Thi14].

Martin

[Hor12].

Mass

[CS12].

MATCH

[Wie04].

Matching

[IP08, KSS +07, Lab12, RL15, Sek11, Wie04, Val09].

Math

[Sta99].

Mathematical

[CH11a, HBQ04, Sta93e, Sta93f, Bia94, Sco12].

Mathematics

[Spe13].

MathSoft

[Ano99].

MATLAB

[Mar07, RHG09, dVSWAL17, SS15, Bur10, Bow10].

Matloff

[IR12].

Matrices

[Bra17, RG07].

Matrix

[Fie15, FS10b, Kha16, KN03, Liu16b].

Matzner

[Unw13b].

Matzner-Lober

[Unw13b].

Max

[Bau14].

Maximum

[CGS09, GvdL12, Joh07, KM08, Su07, VdL09, Yua07].

MCAR

[JJJ14].

McDonnell

[Rus15].

McElreath

[Rui17].

MCMC

[Den16, FS10b, Had10, Pap16, Riz16, Ros07, Sni07].

MCMCglmm

[CFZ09, CW12, KF10, KKL +15, MGHR16].

Machines

[KMH06].

Macro

[Wei12].

Machines

[KMH06].

Macdonald

[All11b].

Machine

[CFZ09, CW12, KF10, KKL +15, MGHR16].
Pol09, Sco10a, Su07, Ty07, ÜS10, Wee10, Xie13a, Zie00, dL06, dL09c, dLM09a, dLHM09, Car16, CCKT83, CL11, DH97, Goo05, Goo13a, H+09, JP06, Knt13, Nas08, PD08, RC10, Rom07, SeI98, Tsai4a, YS13, ZHL11, Bia94. **Metric** [IP08]. **Metrics** [PSZ17]. **MFSAS** [CC11]. **mhsmm** [OH11]. **mi** [SGHY11]. **mice** [vBG011]. **Michael** [Ano03b, Dur14, Hel15, Kus03, Ng06, O’B13, Sta07]. **Michel** [Cha14a, Mai09]. **Micro** [TKM15]. **Micro-array** [FO15]. **Microdata** [Kav15]. **micromap** [PMW+15]. **Micromaps** [PMW+15]. **Microsimulation** [Gle16a]. **Microsoft** [Pol09, Tak12]. **Microstate** [Ano99]. **mirt** [Cha12]. **Mises** [HG14]. **Missing** [JHH14]. **Mixed-Effects** [BKH17, Gou10]. **Models** [AB17, AC07, AMW14, BR07, BPP17, BCHY09, BVE+15, BKL05, BMGT15, BHS00, Bür17, Bur12, Cdm10, CG15, CP11a, CH93, CP12, CKY14, Chr09, CGC14, CLL17, DBZ+11, Den16, DLC06, Eva14, FDB12, Fie12, FBC07, Fir05, FCM11, Fox03, FHO9, FBF14, Gas11, GRK+16, GZK16, GLC+15, Gra07, GT10, GH11, Gue14, Had10, Han13b, Hari01, HXYZ12, ICL16, Jac11, Joh07, Jon07, Jon13, KMC+12, KN05, KL14, Kha17, KR10, KV13, KSP15, Kuh08, Le10, LFF17, LHA+15, LHA14, Mai06, Mal13, MP12, ML11, MTrdM15, MBB11, MRL12, NAA17, O’B10, OH11, OHD17, Obe14, Oli10a, PGPD15, Pen03, Pet10, PP11, Pfa08b, Pir10, Pri05a, Rec10, Riz16, Rob05, Rob07, RMG12, San11, Sar16, SP14a]. **Modern** [BK17, Dou10, SeI98, VR94, VR97, VR99, VR00a, VR02].
EJ13, SM05, She09, Arg98, Dow17, Fer02, Jam96, KK99, Rui16, Zie00, Zie01b. **Modes** [Lei10]. **Modifying** [MB15]. **Modular** [Han06b]. **MODULE** [Lau95]. **Mokken** [vdA07, vdA12]. **Molecular** [JKvT+14]. **Moments** [Cha10, Phi10, Asq14]. **Momocs** [BPGC14]. **Monogan** [How16b]. **Montage** [FGG+94]. **Monte** [Neu11, Sco10a, CGC11, LT16, MQP11, RC10, SP10]. **Moodle** [ZUL14]. **Morgane** [Gle16a]. **Morphometrics** [Cla08, Bow09, Mai09]. **Morse** [GP12]. **Mortality** [MP14, Mug10]. **MortalitySmooth** [Cam12]. **Motions** [DC05]. **Moulines** [Car16]. **Moulit** [EBO+13, EBO+13]. **Mount** [Mil17a]. **movMF** [HG14]. **MPCI** [SF12]. **MPI** [Röh00]. **MRI** [Fer11, TP11]. **msm** [Jac11]. **msr** [GP12]. **ms Surv** [FDB12]. **mstate** [dWFP11]. **Muenchen** [Go11, Mai12, Reo09, Sau11, Voe09]. **multgee** [Toy15]. **Multi** [CP11a, Had10, Jac11, KSP15, LQC+12, MvS07, Pen03, dWFP11]. **Multi-dimensional** [Pen03]. **Multi-Regional** [LQC+12]. **Multi-Response** [Had10]. **Multi-State** [CP11a, Jac11, KSP15, dWFP11]. **Multi-way** [MvS07]. **Multiclass** [CC08a]. **multicore** [JPOJ12]. **Multidimensional** [Cha12, DLM09b, BBG14]. **Multifractional** [DC05]. **MultiLCIRT** [BBG14]. **Multilevel** [Bür17, CC11, Fir14, Grö15b]. **Multinomial** [CGC14, FH09, Tou15, IV05]. **multiPIM** [RJH14]. **Multiple** [BHW11, CFHKB11, JM15, KPSH15, KR13, OH11, SP14a, SGY11, WGS12, ZC10, Las97, Che11, Ric11]. **Multiple-Table** [WGS12]. **Multiresolution** [SCS13]. **Multistate** [FDB12, Mai13, Wil14b, BAS12, Sun15]. **multitable** [WGS12]. **Multivariable** [SMHBR06]. **Multivariate** [ARC04, BC11, CO16, CGS09, Du007, Er12, Eva11, FDGD16, FBC07, FBF14, Gro08, JM15, JJJ14, KY10, KK14, Kuh10, LHZ10, LM03, LBC+16, Lun06, LSC14, Mai11, Md110, ML13, Nor08, Phi10, SFS12, SM+15, Sek11, TDR15, TD07, Tsa14b, Unw12a, VW13, WCHB11, Yu12, Zie16, dL05a, AD17, BFA14, Beh12, Eve05, EH11, HLP11, JV14, Kle09, Kom09, Sar08, vBO11, Mü16]. **Multiway** [Lei10]. **Munzert** [Jac15]. **Murdoch** [Hly09, Nor09]. **Murrell** [Gun06, Unw12b]. **Murtagh** [Hec07]. **MySQL** [Wüm13]. **N** [Arg98, Bai11, Ch07, Fer02, Jam96, Law02, Liu16b, Oli10a, Rob07, Zie01b]. **nacopula** [HM11]. **Nagaraju** [Lum01]. **Nash** [CI17]. **Nason** [BL11, O’B9c]. **Nathan** [O’B14]. **National** [RG96]. **Native** [Wei12]. **Natural** [MC97]. **NbClust** [CGBN14]. **Near** [Was15]. **Near-Optimal** [Was15]. **Neerchal** [Law02, Lum01]. **Nested** [HM11]. **NetLogo** [Thi14]. **Network** [BB12, LZHC17, Mat16, Nor15, KC14a, But08]. **Networks** [BB12, HPCS14, Hj12, MvSB+07, Scu10, VSS+17, SD15]. **Neural** [BB12]. **neuroSim** [WDM+11]. **Neutral** [Han07b]. **Neuwirth** [Fel11, Sco10b]. **Newdistns** [NR16]. **News** [The99]. **Newton** [MHS16]. **nhorton** [Grö15a]. **nhorton/r2** [Grö15a]. **NHPPoisson** [CA15]. **Nicholas** [Grö15a, Pol11c]. **Nick** [Kha16]. **Nicolas** [Unw13b]. **NIFTI** [WST11]. **Nina** [Mil17a]. **nls2** [BH94]. **No** [An016, The99]. **Nomogram** [CG15]. **Non** [BH94, Dev86, Gas11, SP14a, Fog17]. **Non-Linear** [Gas11, BH94]. **Non-Parametric** [SP14a]. **Non-uniform** [Dev86, Fog17]. **Nonhomogeneous** [CA15]. **Nonlinear** [AC04, CLL17, DMS14, Gan15, Gra07, Hew05, PZK+12, RS08, Ritt09, VG09, Woo98, H+96, HBP104, Car16, O’B09b, dL09a]. **Nonnegative** [FDGD16]. **Nonparametric** [AM14, Can04, CQZ+10, Con03, DLN17, FDB12, JM15, JH+11, KK15, KPSH15, LBC+16, Lun06, LSC14, Mai11, Md110, ML13, Nor08, Phi10, SFS12, SM+15, Sek11, TDR15, TD07, Tsa14b, Unw12a, VW13, WCHB11, Yu12, Zie16, dL05a, AD17, BFA14, Beh12, Eve05, EH11, HLP11, JV14, Kle09, Kom09, Sar08, vBO11, Mü16]. **Multiway** [Lei10]. **Munzert** [Jac15]. **Murdoch** [Hly09, Nor09]. **Murrell** [Gun06, Unw12b]. **Murtagh** [Hec07]. **MySQL** [Wüm13].
EBO$^+$13, FS10a, FBdIf12, FDB12, Fer11, FDGD16, Fic12, FBO07, FO15, FC11, FH09, FC12, FM08, FKP17, FEGM12, FS10b, GR16, GRD13, GSD12, Gan15, Gas11, GCC$^+$15, GRK$^+$16, GP12, GG16]. **Package** [GKZ16, GK16, GKD14, Gno99, GGK10, GZ11, GLC$^+$15, GCA12, GFS14, GDDB08, GFC12, Gos11, Gra07, GT10, GvdMW09, Grö10, Grö14b, GvdL12, GH11, Gu14, GV12, Had10, HPdL15, HHB08, HH14, HSL11, Han06b, Han07b, Har10, HD12, HXY12, HP09, HH07, HPCS14, HM11, HMS16, Hjoj04, HHH05, HLC12, Hjoj12, HMR$^+$13, HG14, HSG12, HGC15, GRK$^+$16, GP12, GG16]. **Package** [GKZ16, GK16, GKD14, Gno99, GGK10, GZ11, GLC$^+$15, GCA12, GFS14, GDDB08, GFC12, Gos11, Gra07, GT10, GvdMW09, Grö10, Grö14b, GvdL12, GH11, Gu14, GV12, Had10, HPdL15, HHB08, HH14, HSL11, Han06b, Han07b, Har10, HD12, HXY12, HP09, HH07, HPCS14, HM11, HMS16, Hjoj04, HHH05, HLC12, Hjoj12, HMR$^+$13, HG14, HSG12, HGC15, GRK$^+$16, GP12, GG16].

**Package** [dUJ13, LX12, LSC14, MRC15, MR12, MF14, MHJS16, MH07, MdL10, Mar06, MH15, MF14, MPM14, ML13, MK07, MZ08, MS11, MCM12, Mel16, MJGM10, Meu13, MW07, MSV13, ML11, MtvM15, MB11, MV14, MduA10, MN14, MsSb$^+$07, MsS07, Mag$^+$11, Mur03, Mur09, MG09, NR16, ND12, NGBK12, NAA17, OH11, OHD17, Obe14, OCR14, OL17, Oom13, OK14, PPGd15, PP17, Papi16, PLRC10, PMW$^+$15, PSS$^+$17, PG15, Pet10, Pfa08b, PU13, PT07, PT09, dREP12, RC17, RJIH14, Riz06, Riz10, Riz16, RR11, Rmg12,ROS12, SFS12, Sar16, Sir$^+$11, SZ11, SMM$^+$15, Sch16, SirC16, Scr13, Sca10, SVMMP17, Sho13, SKS15, Smi07, SYC08, SLS$^+$12, SP10, SPS10, SvdLN17, Sło09, Spe13, SM07, SLG05, SSV14, TP11, TM15, TV11, TDRTD13]. **Package** [TB17, TKM15, TMKD17, TMN16, Thi14, TFR16, TYH$^+$14, Tou15, TGJ17, TF12, Tyn16, Ükd09, Üs10, VW13, VG09, VKVC15, Vie10, VV16, VdL09, VYD$^+$12, VS10, WGS12, WMS17, WW11, Wan11, Wan13, Was15, Wec10, WF12, WDM$^+$11, WM14, WCBH11, Wie04, WMR16, XMW10, XWHL15, Xie13a, You10, Yua07, ZF15, ZPC$^+$16, ZQS16, ZP13, dSjdSF14, dLM09a, dLM09c, dWPF11, vdWG11, AD17, Ano13, BF17, BBG14, BBN10, CBGGV17, CHB14, Gle16b, GEV18, HF07, Kom09, LM03, MN17, PCAS09, PFT$^+$12, PSM$^+$11, R D04, RRSPT12, RRSPT14, Sek11, SAR11, Yan95, YS13, ZLHK02]. **Packages** [Alm10, DHF15, GASA15, HL09, KMTS14, RGD12, TD07, Mil92, WML14]. **Page** [KKEM15]. **Pages** [Ver12, Ano03b, Rui17, Mai11]. **Paired** [HD12]. **Pairwise** [SBMG06]. **Panel** [BL14, BK11, Jac11, MP12]. **Panel-Corrected** [BK11]. **Paperback** [Pol09]. **Papers** [DO94]. **Paradigm** [Lo 93, Lo 94]. **Paradis** [Mai09, Ano12a]. **Parallel** [CQ95, Den16, HM16, Hof11, Röö00, RTL07, dVSWal17, SME$^+$09, TRL09, Psm$^+$11]. **parallelism** [JPOJ12]. **Parallelization** [LM$^+$11]. **Parallelizing** [PLZ$^+$15]. **Parameter** [Asq14, CL17]. **Parameterization** [Mug10]. **Parameters** [RC17, Sar16]. **Parametric** [Cul11, HH14, Jac16, KL14, KSP15, MRL12, SP14a, TP11]. **Parametrical** [RMG12]. **Parental** [TV11]. **parfm** [MRL12]. **Part** [Lei02, Lei03]. **Partial** [MW07]. **Partially** [KN16]. **Partition** [MH15, Sho13]. **Partitioned** [GKZ12]. **Partitioning** [Ggc$^+$15]. **Partitions** [Han06a, HW07]. **Parts** [ZC10]. **Party** [CI17]. **Passage** [RRSPT12, RRSPT14]. **Passing** [Hof11]. **path** [Shi16]. **Patrizia** [O'B10]. **Pattern** [BMGT15, Lab12, RD92, RD93, Val09]. **Pattern-Mixture** [BMGT15]. **Patterns** [BT05, GRD13, MR12, MTPL15, PG15].
Paul [Gun06, Mai10, Unw12b]. PAVA
[dLHM09]. pbktest [HH14]. pcalg
[KMC+12]. penmetata [ZLHC17]. PCovR
[VKVC15]. PCs [Ml92]. pse [BK11]. pdc
[Bra15]. pdfCluster [AM14]. Peace
[NUM13]. Peak [RG07]. Pearson [CM14].
Penalized [RMG12]. Penalty [CS12].
93 [IEE93]. 94 [IEE94]. Antagonism
[BN10]. CRC [Hac17, Has18, Kle17].
Export [RD11c]. III [PFT+12]. INFO
[Ger94, Mat94]. Item [CGC11]. MATLAB
[VFV13]. MS [KSS+07]. Multicore
[Hof11]. PubMed [RL15]. S-PLUS
[Pol09, Har06, Rom07]. PerFit [TMN16].
Perform [GGC+15]. Performance
[CQ95, MCM12, ES14, Gav10]. Performing
[EE07, ZLHC17, Spe13]. Periodograms
[TFR16]. Perl [Lab12, The99, Val09].
PerMallows [ICL16]. Permutation
[BPSS09, PSM+11, Ros10b]. Person
[TMN16]. Person-Fit [TMN16]. Personal
[Gen98]. Pesarin [Ros10b]. Peter
[Ano09, Cie11, Iac15, Ric11, San03]. Petris
[OB10]. Petrone [O'B10]. Pfaff
[Lit11, Ano10]. Pharmaceutical
[Bra03, Eas03, KM01]. Phase
[HSL11, KWE+17, PFT+12]. Phil
[Bat08a, Koz05, San10]. Phillip
[Pol09, Pol09]. Photovoltaic [Lam12].
PHP [MP06], phlt [BL14]. Phylogenetic
[OB14, Swe13]. Phylogenetics
[Ano12a, Par06a]. Piek [Oli07]. Pierre
[Mye12b, OB12b, Unw13b]. Pierre-André
[Unw13b]. Pillz [AA12]. Pinheiro
[Woo01, Zie01a]. Planning [KWE+17].
Plans [Kie08, MM15]. Platform
[AB12, Jac16, SA15]. Plaza [All86]. plink
[Wee10]. Plot [MF14]. Plotting [GR13].
pls [MW07]. Plug [TFH12]. Plug-In
[TFH12]. PLUS
[AC04, Cow03, Hew05, Pol09, SCD07, Sta99,
Sis93, Ulri05, Woo98, Zie04, dL05a, Ano99,
Dun98, Fox05a, Kra97, Ano95b, Ano97,
Ano98, BH94, But05, Can04, Car04, Con03,
Eve94, ERH01, Eve02, Eve05, FGG+94,
Gen98, Ger94, GZ11, Goo05, Gru95, Hal93,
Har06, HC05, H+96, HBPJ04, Kuo03, Lan95,
MJR93, MC97, Mat85, Sta92a, Sta92b,
Sta93a, Sta93c, Sta93g, Sta93e, Sta93h,
Sta93j, Mat94, Mil98, Mil02, PB00, SM05,
SP05, Sta93b, Sta93d, Sta93f, Sta93i, Sta93k,
Sta95c, Sta95d, Sta95e, Sta95g, Sta95f,
SHR97, VR94, VR99, VR00a, Ano96, BA97,
BG96, BHS00, Cra02, Dia05, Fox02, KO97,
KO00, KM01, Kra05, Las97, Lo 93, Lo 94,
Man03, Mat98, Mil00, MN01, OS05, Pri05b,
Rom07, RD92, RD93, SCK95, Sel98]. Plus
[Spe94, Sta95a, VR97, Wic04, ZW03, Ziv05,
HH04, SA01, Yan95, YW02, Ano03c,
Ano06b, Arg98, Bar02, Bro07, Dav03, Eas03,
Fer02, Fis06, Fot07, Han98, Jam96, Kum07,
Kus03, Lom01, Mac98, Sis03, Zie98, Zie01c,
Zie01b, Zie01a, Zie02a, Zie02b, Zie05,
Ano03b, Bra03, Bur07, Dav95, Dia06, Kim95,
Ko95b, Ko95a, Law02, McNo4, Mor03, Tii96,
Tio3, Woom, Zie99, Zie00, KK99, Lum02].
Plus(R) [Lum06, Ano03a]. Pnuts [KSC+00].
Point [BT05, EE07, FBC07, GRD13, Har10,
JL15, KSS+07, MTPL15, PG15, Pen03,
RD92, ACG+16, RD93]. Point-referenced
[FBC07]. Pointer [KSC+00]. Points
[LPLPD14, Las97]. PoisNor [AD17].
Poisson [AD17, Cam12, CAA15, KN05].
[HGG08]. Political [Haw16]. pollution
[PD08]. Polyhedral [LPLPD14].
Polymorphisms [SBMG06]. polynomials
[SMHBR06]. Polytomous [LL11]. pomp
[KN16]. Pool [dLHM09].
Pool-Adjacent-Violators [dLHM09].
poppio [SM07]. Population
[Flc12, SL09, Fou09]. Population-Based
[SL09, Fou09]. Populations [TV11].
portfolio [Pfa13, SM05]. Portland [IEE93].
Positions [CI17]. Posterior [Sm07].
Potentially [RG07]. £67.99 [Rui17].
Poursat [AC04]. Poverty [Esp15, Lon15].
Power [LT16, LR15, JV14, LT16, Asq14].
Mul16, Mur14, Neu12, O'B13, Otn17, Pol09, Pol11c, Pol13, Rah14, Ree09, Rui17, SL09, San10a, Sar06, Sch08, Sco11, Sni06, Sta07, Sto11, Uti05, VM09b, VM09a, Veh13, Vey14, Wan16, Zie04, dL05a, ADH11, ALE10, Adl10, Adl12, ACW12, AR14, AMYR16, AFHD09, Aiz12, Alb16, Alb07, Alb09, AR12, ACG13, AT10, AT13, All11a, Alm10, ACG+16, AD15, AD17, AB17, Swe13]. R [Ano13, ADN15, Arc10, AHvD09, Arm14, Asq14, AMW14, AB12, AM14, BAC08, BL14, BTO5, BDM15, BK11, BR07, BS15, Bak13, BF17, Bar14, BFRP13, BPL09, BBG14, BB16, BPP17, BPS09, BP12, BGH+17, Bat15, BKH17, Bea17, BFA14, BBGL17, Bec13, Beh12, BCHY09, BKT14, BBG12, BB12, BC11, BAS12, BSVT12, BK17, Bdm15, BLM+15, BPGR08, BVE+15, BIo14, BN10, BPGC14, BDdM11, Bor16, BPP09, Bos12, BCA10, Bra15, BM07, Bra14, Bra17, BS13, BHW11, BPD10, Bro12, BNN10, BMT15, BUR17, Bur12, But05, But08, CF14, CmM10, Cam12, CM14, CBGGV17, CC08a, CG15, Car13, Car14, CB17, CP11a, CFHBK11, CA15, Cha12, Cha08a, Cha14b, Cha16, CNA16, Cha08b, CQZ+10, Cha15a, Cha15b, CGBN14, Cha10, CKS12, CP11b, CP13, CP12, CHB14]. R [CL11, CH11a, CC11, CKY14, CG11, C1c15, Cha08, CMS+11, CS12, CC08b, CGC12, CCL17, CFSR15, CS07, CGH+08, CGH+10, CGH+12a, CGH+12b, Cot13, CM09, Cra05, Cra07, Cra12, Cra15, CNZ10, CO16, CF08, Cs08, CCP+11, CGS09, C1M06, C111, C17, DC09, DAI02, DA08, DLN17, DHM11, DB13, Day15, DBZ+11, DC05, DMD15, Den13, Den13, Den16, DLO06, Ddo09, DW17, DMS14, Dra12, Du07, DHL15, DG08, EN11, EF11, ES14, ESO16, Eks12, Eks16, EJ13, Er12, EE00, EBO+13, EK12, EL09, Eve05, EHOE, EH11, Fai12, Fur05, FS10a, FBdF12, FH08, Fe12, FT08, FDB12, Fer11, FDGD16, FHH17, Fie12, FMF12, Fie15, Fil08, FGZ14, Fin14, FBC07, Fir03, Fir05, FO15, FC11, Fou09, Fox02, Fox03, Fox05b, FH07, FC12]. R [FL16, FM08, FBF14, FK17, Fir16, FKP17, FGM12, Fju17, FS10b, GRMS11, GR16, GRD13, GB13, GSD12, Gan15, Gas11, GGC+15, GASA15, GIIH+05, Gen09, GRK+16, GP12, GJ16, GZ16, GJ16, GKD14, Gio09, GGI10, Gle16b, GLC+15, GK14, GCA12, GEV18, GFS14, GDMB08, Goo05, Goo13, GFC12, GOS11, Gra07, GT10, Gra16, GvdMW09, GVM16, Gro14a, Gro10, Gro14b, Gvd12, GZP14, GL07, GZ09, GH11, GKZ12, Gu14, Gu13, Gub07, GV12, Had10, HPW15, HHB08, HD10, HH14, HLS11, Han05, Han06a, Han06b, HW07, Han07a, Han07b, HJMO8, Har06, Har10, Has18, HD12, HXY12, Hec15, HH04, HN09, HH15, HP09, HH07, Hla16, HPCS14, HM11, HM16, HLO9, Hof11, HSM16, HF07, Hoj04, HH07, Hlo12, HEL12, Hor09]. R [HMR+13, HG14, HBQ04, HK11, HK15, HSG12, HBPO4, HGG08, HLP11, HK08, IP08, Iac08, IV05, ILS11, ICL16, Jac11, Jac16, JWH13, JM15, JJJ14, JKvT+14, JHQ+11, JPO12, JD15, JV14, Joh07, JS05, Jon07, JMR14, JP06, Kab11, KLHF+10, KMMV14, KMC+12, KSH04, KMH06, KF10, KDI1, KN05, KL14, Kas16, Kav15, KK15, Kec12, Kee10, KS14, Kie08, KWE+17, KE14, KO06, KN16, KSS+07, KF14, KZ08, Kie17, KH10, KM08, KN03, KM14, KG17, KR10, KY10, KCI4a, Kom09, KK14, KSBZ16, KPSH15, KKEM15, KKL+15, KV13, KMTS14, KT16, Kra07, KSP15, Kuh08, KR13, Kuo03, LPLP14, LT16, LAF+17, Lam12, Ban14a, Ban14b, LH12, LRGTA12, LL10, LM14a, LW16, LHO8, LIL+15, Lec13, Lei10, Lei3, Lei02, Lei04, LHS08, DSL17, Len09]. R [Len16, LMY+11, LB12, LQC+12, LM14b, LFF17, LM03, LZHC17, LL15, LL11, LBC+16, LC10, LHA+15, LR15, Lon15, LRRÁCS14, dU13, LH14, Luh13, LX12, LSCS14, Lup09, MGHR16, MRC15, Mâo07, MR12, MF14, MHJS16, MB03, MH07,
Hil06, Hil10, How11, How16a, Jon13, Kos16, Leo10, Lew16, Lha14, Liu15, Liu16a, Lud13, Lun07b, Mai06, Mai12, Mal13, Mal09, Mat15, Mil10, Mill17b, Mun14b, Nie11, Nie14, Nor15, Oom10, Pal15b, Pal15a, Pan15, Pav16, Pie09, Pod15, Rec09, Rob13, Rob09, Rui16, Rus15, San10b, San11, Sca10b, Sha16, Sha11, She11, Soc10, Str10, Sun15, Sun16, Tis05, Ty07, Unw12b, Unw13b, VSS +17, Voe09, Wic08b, Wic08a, WG10, Yal10, dL05b, dL06, dL09a, dL09c, dL09b.


Recipe [SH17]. record [IEE93, IEE94]. Recording [BK17]. Recovering [PLR +16]. reduce [WPW15]. Reduction [Un14, Wei02]. Reference [R D11b, R D04, WML14]. referenced [FBC07]. Regimen [WMS17]. Region [Bra14]. Regional [LQC +12]. Regression [AB17, AC04, BFRP13, BKL05, Car13, CGC11, CNZ10, DNL17, DLM06, GKM16, Gou10, Gra07, GPZ14, GKL12, Har01, Hew05, Kn05, KL14, KV13, Lei04, LM14b, LHB +16, LH +15, MW07, Mül16, O’B09b, RBHB15, TR16, TR14, TG17, UAK +15, VKVC15, WMS17, WLK08, Wei02, WM16, Woy08, XVHL15, ZLHK02, ZK08, ZQ16, dL09a, BH94, Fox02, H +96, HBP04, MP12, Par06b, PCAS09, R08, Rit09, SMMBR06, She09, VP16, Wei14, Grö16, Zie04, Cow03]. Regression-Based [WMS17]. Regression/Item [CGC11]. regressions [GL07]. Regularization [Sh11]. Regularized [FHH17].

Retention [KSS+07]. Rethinking
[Hew16, Rui17, McE16]. Review
[AA12, Ajl17, All11b, AC04, Ano03a, Ano03c, Ano03b, Ano06a, Ano09, Ano10, Ano12a, Ano12b, Ano16, Arg98, Bai11, Bar02, Bat04, Bat08a, Bat08b, Bau14, Beb13, Ber09, Boo10, Bow09, Bow10, Bra03, Bro07, Bul06, Bur07, Bur09, Bur10, BL11, Car16, Cha14a, Che11, Chi07, Cho09, Chr09, CH11b, Cow03, Dav95, Dav95, Dem17, DN17, Den98, Dia06, Dow17, Dur14, Dur15, Eas03, Edd09c, Edd09a, Edd09b, Edd11, Edd12b, Edd12a, Esp15, Eva11, Eva14, Fer02, Fis06, Fle11, Font7, Fox05a, Fri12, Gen98, Gil14, Gle16a, GL14, Gou05, Gou10, Gru11, Grö13, Grö15b, Grö15a, Grö16, Gro08, Gun06, Hac17, Håg12, Hal93, Han13b, Han13a, Han98, Has18, Heo07, Hel15, Hel16, Hew05, Hil06, Hil10, Hly09].

Review
[Hof15, Hor12, How11, How16a, How16b, IR12, Lac15, Jam96, Jon13, KK99, Kau13, Kha16, Kha17, Kim95, Kle17, Ko95b, Ko95a, Kos16, Kuh10, Kumu07, Kusu03, Lab12, Lai17, Lan17, Law92, Lazi11a, Lazi11b, Leo10, Lep14, Lig09, Liu15, Liu16a, Liu16b, Lud13, Lumi01, Lum02, Lumi06, Lumi07b, Liu09, Liit11, Mac98, Mai06, Mai08, Mai09, Mai10, Mai11, Mai12, Mai14a, Mai14b, Mal13, Mal09, Man03, Mar12, Mat13, Mat15, Mat16, McN14, McN04, Mil12, Mil10, Mil17a, Mil17b, Mor03, Mii16, Mii14b, Mur14, Mye09, Mye12b, Mye12a, Neu11, Neu12, Ng06, Ng09, Ng11, Nie11, Nie14, Nor08, Nor09, Nor14, Nor15, Num13, O'B08, O'B09c, O'B09a, O'B09b, O'B10, O'B12b, O'B12a, O'B13, O'B14, Oli07, Oli10b, Oli10a, Oom10, Oem17, Pan15, Pav16].

Review
[Pfa12, Pic09, Pio09, Pod15, Pol09, Pol11a, Pol11c, Pol13, Qia10a, Rie09, Ric11, Rob12, Rob13, Rob05, Rob07, Rob09, Ros10b, Rui16, Rui17, Rus15, SL09, San10b, San10a, San11, San03, SCD07, Sau10, Sau11, Sau12, Sch08, Sco09, Sco10b, Sco10a, Sco11, Sco12, Sco13b, Sco13a, Sen14, Sha11, She11, Sis03, Smi06, Soe10, Sta07, Sto11, Str10, Sun15, Sun16, Til96, Tol03, Tsa14a, Tus05, Unw11, Unw12b, Unw12a, Unw13b, Unw13a, Utu05, VM09b, VM09a, Veh13, VSS+17, Voe09, Wan16, Wic08b, Wic08a, WG10, Wil14a, Woo01, Woo11, Woo98, Yal10, Yu12, Zei16, Zie98, Zie99, Zie00, Zie01c, Zie01b, Zie01a, Zie02a, Zie02b, Zie04, Zie05, dL05b, dL05a, dL06, dL09a, dL09c, dL09b, AC07, Dav07, Har07, Lun07a, Tyl07, Vey14].

reviews
[Hew16, Kos15, Lew16, Lha14, Pal15a, Sha16].

generic
[MS11].
googleMaps
[LR15].
gtk2
[LL10].
Rich
[AB12].
Richard
[Fle11, Rui17, Sco10b, Utu05].
Richness
[SP05, Wan11].
Ripley
[Arg98, Fer02, Jam96, Zie01b].
Risk
[CNA16, DHM11, SZ11, Pfa13].
RobPer
[TFR16].
robust
[AMYR16, BGH+17, H+09, JP06, KSS+07, KSBZ16, LH12, MjR93, TFR16, VW13, Wie04, ZFZ10, SHR97, Oli07, Tyl07, dL06].
robustloggamma
[AMY16].
Robin
[Gle16a].
Robinson
[Gle16a].
RobPer
[Iac07].
Rok
[PLLC11].
Routine
[CKY14, RL15].
Routines
[LMI4b, MJR93, Mü13, Lan95].
Rouvière
[Unw13b].
Rowan
[Ajl17].
rpanel
[BCAB07].
rpartOrdinal
[Arc10].
rpartScore
[GSD12].
RProtoBuf
[ESO16].
RSKC
[KSBZ16].
srm
[Lem09].
RSNNS
[BB12].
RStudio
[Grö15a, HK15].
Rubba
[Iac15].
Ruby
[DC09].
Ruey
[Len14].
Rule
[BB15].
Rule-Based
[BB15].
Running
[ZPC+16].
runjags
[Den16].
Running
[FK17, SLG05]. **Runtime**

[KKL+15, LMY+11].

**S**

[AC04, Ano99, Bar02, Bra03, Bur10, Car16, Cow03, Dav95, Den98, Fox05a, Han13a, Hew05, How16b, Kim95, Ko95b, Ko95a, Kra97, Law02, Lep14, Lun06, Mac98, Mai10, Pfa12, Pol13, SCD07, Sch08, Sco13a, Sta99, Sto11, Sis93, Til96, Utl05, W001, W0011, W0098, Zie98, Zie01c, Zie01a, Zie02a, Zie02b, Zie04, dL05a, Cun12, Ano95b, Ano96, Ano97, Ano98, BC81, BC84a, BC84b, BC85a, BC85b, BCW88, Bec94, BH94, BA97, BG96, BHS00, But05, Cal95, Can04, Car04, Cha86, CH93, Cha95, Cha98, Con03, Cra02, The99, Dia05, Eve94, ERH01, Eve02, Eve05, FGG+94, Fox02, Gen98, Ger94, GZ11, Gru95, Hal93, Har91, HH04, HC05, H+96, HBPJ04, KVCS98, KSC+00, KO97, KO00, KM01, Kra95, Law02, Ko93, Lo 93, Lo 94, Mat98, Mil00, MN01, Pri05b, RD92, RD93, SM05, SCK95, SA01, Sel98, SS92, SP05, Spe94, Sta93b, Sta93d, Sta93f, Sta93i, Sta93k, Sta95a, Sta95b, Sta95c, Sta95d, Sta95e, Sta95f, Sto00, SHR97, Sis93, VR94, VR97, VR99, VR00a, VR00b, VR02, W0L08, Wie04, Yan95, YYW02, ZW03, Ziv05, Ano03a, Ano03b, Ano06b, Arg98, Bar02, Bra03, Bro07, Bur07, Dav95, Dav03, Dia06, Eas03, Fer02, Fis06, Fot07, Han98, Jam96, Kim95, Ko95b, Ko95a, Kum07, Kus03, Law02, L001, Mac98, McN04, Mor03, Sis03, Til96, Tal03, W001, Zie98, Zie99, Zie00, Zie01c, Zie01b, Zie01a, S [Zie02a, Zie02b, Zie05, KK99, Lum02].

**S-language** [Roh00].

**S-PLUS**

[AC04, Ano99, Cow03, Hew05, SCD07, Sta99, Sis93, Til05, W0098, Zie04, dL05a, An95a, Fox05a, Kra97, Ano95b, Ano97, BH94, But05, Con04, Car04, Con03, Eve94, ERH01, Eve02, Eve05, FGG+94, Gen98, Ger94, GZ11, Goo05, Gr05, Hal93, HC05, H+96, HBPJ04, Ko93, Lan95, MJR93, MC97, Mat85, Sta92a, Sta92b, Sta93a, Sta93c, Sta93g, Sta93e, Sta93i, Sta93j, Mat94, Mil98, Mil02, PB00, SM05, SP05, Sta93b, Sta93d, Sta93f, Sta93i, Sta93k, Sta95c, Sta95d, Sta95e, Sta95f, Sta95g, SHR97, VR94, VR99, VR00a, Ano96, BA97, BG96, BHS00, C05, Dia05, Fox02, KO97, KO00, KM01, Kra95, Law07, Ko93, Ko94, Mat03, Mat98, Mil00, OS95, Pri05b, RD92, RD93, SCK95, Sel98, S94, Sta95a].

**S-Plus**

[AC04, Ano99, Cow03, Hew05, SCD07, Sta99, Sis93, Til05, W0098, Zie04, dL05a, An95a, Fox05a, Kra97, Ano95b, Ano97, BH94, But05, Con04, Car04, Con03, Eve94, ERH01, Eve02, Eve05, FGG+94, Gen98, Ger94, GZ11, Goo05, Gr05, Hal93, HC05, H+96, HBPJ04, Ko93, Lan95, MJR93, MC97, Mat85, Sta92a, Sta92b, Sta93a, Sta93c, Sta93g, Sta93e, Sta93i, Sta93j, Mat94, Mil98, Mil02, PB00, SM05, SP05, Sta93b, Sta93d, Sta93f, Sta93i, Sta93k, Sta95c, Sta95d, Sta95e, Sta95f, Sta95g, SHR97, VR94, VR99, VR00a, Ano96, BA97, BG96, BHS00, C05, Dia05, Fox02, KO97, KO00, KM01, Kra95, Law07, Ko93, Ko94, Mat03, Mat98, Mil00, OS95, Pri05b, RD92, RD93, SCK95, Sel98, S94, Sta95a].

**S-Plus(R)** [Lum06, Ano03a].
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